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Sixth and final season ‘Drop Dead Diva’ announced

The Lifetime comedy hit series ‘Drop Dead Diva’ will end after six seasons. After being canceled once before, Lifetime stated that this sixth season will be the last and all will be revealed in this final season.
 
 The series, starring Brooke Elliot and Margaret Cho, follows the life of model Deb who dies. Her soul is then reincarnated in the body of the plus-sized, brilliant attorney Jane. ‘Drop Dead Diva’ has won several prestigious awards since the premiere in July, 2009.
 
 The season will open with guest stars Colin Egglesfield (‘The Client List’), Virginia Williams (‘How I Met Your Mother’) and Corbin Bleu (‘High School Musical’). Grammy award winner Rick Springfield (‘General Hospital’) will appear and perform later in the season, together with Jay DeMarcus (‘To Appomattox’). S. Epatha Merkerson (‘Law & Order’) will reprise as Judge Hiller and John Ratzenberger (‘Cheers’) will return as Kim’s father, Larry Kaswell.
 
 Season six will begin with a special two-hour episode on Sunday, March 23.
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Next episode
No new episodes, series is terminated.
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Sequel to Kastanjemanden (The Chestnut Man) and more Nordic TV news from Netflix

A new day, a new Netflix content slate in Europe.

Today, 09:02

[image: Star Wars series The Acolyte gets Disney+ premiere date]
Star Wars series The Acolyte gets Disney+ premiere date

Disney+ has revealed a spring premiere date for The Acolyte, Lucasfilm's new Star Wars series.

Yesterday, 17:46

[image: Prime Video unveils trailer and first-look photos for new family drama series The Baxters]
Prime Video unveils trailer and first-look photos for new family drama series The Baxters

The Baxters arrives on Prime Video later this month and the streaming service has now released a trailer, poster and first-look photos.

Yesterday, 15:02

[image: Paramount+ orders new crime series The Crow Girl]
Paramount+ orders new crime series The Crow Girl

Paramount+ may have canceled a number of international series last month, but British production appears to be continuing as usual.

Yesterday, 13:02

[image: Nine Bodies in a Mexican Morgue gets the green light from MGM+]
Nine Bodies in a Mexican Morgue gets the green light from MGM+

MGM+ has greenlit Nine Bodies in a Mexican Morgue. Eric McCormack is the first actor cast in the mystery thriller.

Yesterday, 11:02

[image: Comedy inspired by classic sitcom Bewitched in development at NBC]
Comedy inspired by classic sitcom Bewitched in development at NBC

NBC is developing Something Wicked, a comedy starring June Diane Raphael.

Yesterday, 09:02
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